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 Brooklyn College Field Office  
2920 Campus Road, Brooklyn, NY 11210  
Tel. (929-234-2166; Fax (212) 244-3740  

kellyadams@hillintl.com  

JANUARY 17, 2014 
Addendum No. 2 

Performing Arts Center Theater Package 
Project No.: BY600‐006‐05 

 
This Addendum is for the purpose of conveying the below Documents and is hereby made part of said Bid to the same 
extent as though it were originally included therein. Contact: Kelly Adams;kellyadams@hillintl.com.  

This Addendum No.2 with all attachments is available on the Hill bid website at the following link: 
http://pdm.hillintl.com/cuny: Bidders who are not able to obtain the Addendum and attachments via download from the 
website are to contact Kelly Adams at the above email address and may obtain a copy of the documents on CD ROM by 
coming to Hill’s field office at 2920 Campus Road, Brooklyn, NY 11210 between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.; see the 
Information for Bidders of the Bid Documents for additional information.  

Addendum No. 2 is as follows:  

A. IMPORTANT NOTICE: THE DATE FOR SUBMISSION OF BIDS IS HEREBY CHANGED TO 
THURSDAY, JANUARY 30, 2014  NO LATER THAN 2:00 P.M. at the place set forth in the Bid 
Documents. The bids will be opened at 2:30 p.m. on the same date in accordance with the Bid 
Documents.  

 
B. Bidder RFI Responses  

1.  See the attached responses to RFI Nos. 5PB-018 through 5PB-030.  

C. Construction Documents  
1.   Substitute attached Drawings for drawings of the same number in the Bid Documents: 

a.    A‐410.00 Rev. dated January 9, 2014 

  b.  A‐491.00 Rev. dated January 9, 2014 
  c.  TTS‐112.00 Rev. dated January 9, 2014 

2.  Substitute attached Specification Section 126113 Fixed Audience Seating for the specification section 
of the same number in the Bid Documents.   
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Performing Arts Center Theater Package 
Project No.: BY600-006-05  

Acknowledgment of Receipt of Addendum No. 2.  

The Bidder is responsible to indicate on the Bid Form that this Addendum has been received by the Bidder in 
preparing the submitted bid.  Failure to do so will render your bid non-responsive.  

This Addendum Acknowledgement is to be included in Envelope No. 2 of the Bid. Failure to include the 
Addendum Acknowledgement will render your bid non-responsive.  

By signing the line below, I am acknowledging that all pages of Addendum #2 have been received, reviewed and 
understood, and will be incorporated into the bid price submitted.  

NAME OF BIDDER:  
 
 
_____________________________________________    ________________________________________ 
Print Name               Signature       Date  
 
 
 
_____________________________________________    ________________________________________ 
Company Name  
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Responses to Bidder Requests for Information (RFI)  

5PB-018 Question:  
Details for the wheelchair lift (9/A505) indicate the lower landing door as 063-D, indicated in the specification (144200) to 
be furnished with the wheelchair lift. Detail 9/A505 also indicates the upper platform to have “Factory Manufactured 
Platform Lift Gate”; the specification indicates the upper platform door “as per Architectural Door Schedule – not integral 
to the lift.” Please clarify 
Response: The lower platform door is furnished and installed by Contract 4. Door interlock and door operator shall be 
provided as part of the lift installation. The upper platform gate and adjacent panels, including gate operator and 
interlock, shall be provided as part of the lift installation. See accompanying revisions to specification section 144200 and 
Detail 9/A505.  
 
5PB-019 Question:  
Drawing A-410 Detail 3 Dressing Room Elevation North shows painted steel HSS post. Provide details, sizes and 
heights. 
Response: See Detail 2/A-491. Refer to Architectural Drawings for Contract 4 provided with the Reference Documents 
for tube length. 

5PB-020 Question:  
Provide locations for fire extinguisher cabinets as specified. 
Response: Fire extinguisher cabinets are designated as item 10.2 on Detailed Plan. 
 
5PB-021 Question:  
Section 05700 Par. 1.2A itemizes decorative metal work in Lobbies, which work is identified as N.I.C. on drawings. What 
is the scope of decorative metals work?  
Response: Decorative metal work is limited to stainless steel handrails in the Recital Hall.  
 
5PB-022 Question:  
126113 Fixed Audience Seating:  
Confirm how many demountable seats should be banked together and whether each bank is to have end armrests;  
Section 1.8 B.2; is coordination on-site or through submittals? Who pays for on-site coordination? 
126216 loose seating: 
1.1D.1a: Confirm loose seat count is 30 
1.1 D.1b; Spare parts at 2% is approximately one seat; confirm if one spare chair is sufficient. 
2.3 F.1; is slab foam permitted or should it be molded foam? 
2.4 G; Aisle standards are not clearly shown on drawing per specified model; clarify which controls. 
2.7 A; Same question as for 2.4 G 
2.10 C.4; indicate where donor plates are located and dimensions. 
2.10 B.1b; provide color for steel supports. 
Provide an estimated time when seats will be required. 
Response: 1: Two ganged together with one group of three in rear row, with end arm rests.   1.1 D.1a: 30 loose seats - 
confirmed, 1.1 D.1b: Yes - one spare seat. 2.3 F.1: Moulded foam, 2.4 G: Seat model controls, 2.7 A:  Seat model 
controls, 2.10 C.4 (CUNY/College provide - PPA recommends centered on the upper back of chair), 2.10 B: leg 
stanchions are black , Seats will be required 2 months prior to substantial completion. See accompanying revised 
drawings and specification.  
 
5PB-023 Question:  
Provide the appropriate electrical documentation reflecting the following: (1) Company Switch requirements. (2) 
Emergency Lighting Transfer System requirements. (3) According to Riser Diagram E-311 requires a new electrical 
feeder from existing DP-B1-TE to new HDP-B1-TE.  Existing DP-B1-TE is not shown on E-511, so it's impossible to 
calculate length of mentioned above feeder. (4) For the rest of equipment shown on Riser Diagram E-311 & E-312, 
advise length of feeder extension. 
Response: 1. Detail 5 on E-812.00 includes the specifications for the company switches. 
2. Reference note 3 on E-312.00 specifies the ELTS model. Detail 2 on E-812.00 shows the system connections. 
3. DP-B1-TE is located in room Normal Electric room 071, along the wall at D.6 between gridlines 3 and 4. Refer to 
Electrical Drawings for Contract 4 provided with Reference Documents. 
4. Existing conduits are in slabs and through finished walls and will stub up below the new panel locations.  
Provide conduit between stub-ups and new panels and extending from existing conduits to new devices. Provide 
new conductors for the entire length of the feeder.  
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5PB-024 Question:  
Where are the Fire Alarm Drawings  
Response: Fire Alarm Drawings were provided as as part of the Electrical Drawing subset.  

5PB-025 Question:  
Confirm that DR#3 and DR#4 on the riser diagram are dimmer racks in the Dimmer Room. Will connection to DP-B1-D2 
be required to be done on overtime?  
Response: Confirmed. Provide new conduit and feeder wiring for DR#3 and DR#4. Connection to DP-B1-D2 shall be 
coordinated with the Owner but is not required to be done on overtime.  
 
5PB-026 Question:  
What is the scope of TVSS to be installed for distribution equipment? 
Response: TVSS are to be installed on all distribution equipment including new panels. TVSS are not required for 
existing equipment as part of this Contract. 

5PB-027 Question:  
Are there temporary hoists, elevators or working platforms provided for the work of this Contract?  
Response: The Contractor for Contract 5 is required to furnish any temporary facilities required for the work of the 
Contract.  

5PB-028 Question:  
What is the meaning of designations for HPC/01, HPC/19, PT/15 and PT/18 on Drawings? 
Response: HPC refers to High Performance Coatings; PT refers to paint type; both as specified in Sections 090000 and 
099000 of the Specification.  

5PB-029 Question:  
Confirm that new Ships Ladder shown on Drawing A505 is from new gallery (elev. 28’-1”) to existing gridiron (elev. 44’-
3”). Provide existing framing plans. 
Response: Confirmed. Existing framing is as shown on Structural Drawings as part of the Reference Documents. 

5PB-030 Question:  
Is scope of work per  Spec section #015213 “Construction Field Office”  part of Contract 5? 
Response: Construction Field Office is not required. 
 
 

END OF ADDENDUM 2 
 


